
Meeting Minutes – Meeting of the Doctoral Board, 28th September 2021 15:15 – Zoom 
meeting  

Attendees 

Oliver Degerstedt, Chair* 

Irene Muli, Vice-chair*  

Elena Prats, Vice-chair, and HDR representative*  

Ayesha Mae Bilal, Secretary* 

Haro de Grauw, Student and PhD student ombud, and University Board representative 

Emma Ivarsson, Student and PhD student ombud 

Evgenii Tikhomirov, Event Manager* 

Fabiola Stein, UDR representative* 

Markus de Ruijter, MDR representative* 

Antonia Degen, SDR representative* 

Jana Rieger, TNDR representative (deputy)* 

Erik Bowall (joined at 16.15), TNDR representative  

Michela Di Criscio, TNDR representative 

Emma Sundström, TDR representative* 

Delores Fors, Uppsala Studentkår, UUFS representative 

Meryem Saadi, Equal Opportunities Advisory Board representative  

Stamatina Roussou, Gender Mainstreaming Reference Group representative 

Camilla Maandi (joined at 16.15), KoF23 working group representative  

Ansers Waxell (joined at 16.15), KoF23 working group representative  

*These meeting participants had voting rights during the §10 DN filler elections 

 

§1 The meeting was declared open by the chair 

§2 Emma Sundström was elected as the adjuster for the meeting minutes 

§3 The board approved the agenda 

§4 The board approved the call procedure  

§5 The board approved the previous meeting minutes 

§6 Brief updates from DN presidium, representatives and working groups 
(information/update)  



TDR (Emma Sundström): followup on prolongation – department prefect proposed to shorten 
extension for members of recruitment group (since it does not meet often) and PhD 
representatives for CRS (since it is a small research center). Proposal will be taken up with 
faculty board in June 2022 to avoid retroactive implementation of change. 

MDR: nothing to report.  

SDR: elected representative for faculty board and fully staffed now.  

Ombudsperson Emma Ivarsson: strongly advises PhD students to abide by departmental rules 
regarding return to workplace as it is not a matter of discussion.  

UDR: followup on COVID prolongation – students who received prolongation were those 
who were finishing their doctorates in the near future. Also discussed including Swedish as 
Second Language courses as part of internationalization policy for PhD student and acquiring 
prolongation for taking Swedish courses. Waiting to hear from faculty board.  

Delores Fors: nothing to report.  

TNDR (Michela Di Criscio): Have started following up how funding for COVID-prolongation 
has been used in the TekNat departments.  

TNDR (Jana Rieger): nothing to report. 

HDR: nothing to report. 

Meryem Saadi: Plans to work on a university activity plan in relation to equal opportunities. 
Suggested that issues regarding language can be framed in that too.  

Ombudsperson Haro de Grauw: reported that the university board gave a short update about 
new permanent residence law. They are working on it with SUHF, but not very clear about it. 
Medarbetarportalen published article stating that Vice Chancellor (VC) finds new law 
disappointing. Looking forward to statement coming from SUHF. 

Stamatina Roussou: Discussed recruitment process and how to reduce unconcscious bias and 
structure interviews.  

Evgenii Tikhomirov: Updated information on website regarding all boards and faculties, and 
contact information for all representatives. Could not connect website to facebook due to 
copyright issues. Also updated calender with events, such as DN meetings. Suggests all 
boards to provide updates about events to add to calender. Reported increased visitors to 
website in September, with PhD handbook most downloaded item. Suggests it should be 
updated soon.  

Chair Oliver Degerstedt: Quality department preparing PhD survey, which he sent to a few 
people for feedback. Regarding the digital ISP, he is part of working group that will work on 
pre-study. Regarding prolongation guidelines, he sent comments on proposed suggestion from 
planning department. Reported that response from MedFarm was optimistic. TekNat and 
HumSam requested more time to go through comments. Also received information from 
UUFS of a Google Sheet which summarizes all PhD and student representatives in one place. 
Suggests recruiting next for ENLIGHT and Scholarship board representatives.  

 

 

 



§7 DN language survey report (discussion) 

Antonia Degen: Suggested discussing the drafted version in the next meeting to get feedback 
about what is most interesting. Summary and key findings already present, but will also 
include a few pages of detailed report. 

Fabiola Stein: contacted Angelika Drigo and suggested looking for what is useful in graphs 
and analyses of results. Emphasized focusing on what is revelant and getting feedback on the 
content of the report.  

Oliver Degerstedt: Suggested this report be the focus of the next DN meeting. Draft report 
will be sent out together with these meeting minutes. 

§8 DN website 

United Student Unions of Sweden (SFS) published their PhD student handbook last week: 
https://phdhandbook.se/ 

Oliver suggests having people go through SFS handbook and pick what DN website can link 
to and what to add from it. Information from UU scientific areas (eg. medarbetarportalen) is 
already available and linked to so no need for redoing the handbook. Proposes instead 
presenting information for students on a national level, as well as more specific scientific 
areas specific information. Should be completed before Christmas 2021. 

Volunteers are requested for updating website. MDR will ask members of their  board. 
Antonia Degen volunteers. Haro de Grauw offers to help with any information related to 
rights and regulations. 

§9 Visit from KoF 2023 working group (16:15-16:45)  

KoF representatives join at 16.15. Camilla Maandi introduces KoF (Quality and Renewal) 
research evaluation. Informs that next research evaluation is planned for 2023 or 2024. Asks 
DN to consider what is important to think of in the new KoF? What should the aim be? What 
kind of evaluation is the university served by? How should it be carried out? What 
background materials should be included? 

Suggestions offered by DN include looking into career development as researchers and group 
leaders, particularly among international students; growth of PhD students and 
internationalization overtime; focus on language barrier related issues for international 
students in certain faculties; examination of existing research infrastructure, including the 
quality vs quantity of research output; and, the impact of COVID and working remotely. 

How are Phd students involved in Kof and who decides that? Previously PhD students were 
part of survey population; expert panels conferred with PhD students from each department 
and encouraged students to be part of self-evalution and discussions that came out of it. PhD 
students also part of working group. 

Examples of actions taken based on previous evaluations: annual followup of 
recommendations made by KoF. Wide range of changes implemented, including seminar 
series and even faculty-wise reorganization. Depends on cooperation of panel and milleu. 

Are faculties hesitant due to possible reorganizations from KoF23? For this reason, each KoF 
aims to have a different focus and is debating use of more self-critical review model used for 
KoF17. DN commends change from grading and dry metrics to more qualitative findings.  

Oliver will share project proposal that the KoF23 group prepares for VC in November.  

https://phdhandbook.se/


§10 DN filler elections – Advisory Boards PhD representatives 

The electoral roll was determined (see list of attendees above). Attendees were asked to 
review application statements from candidates beforehand. During voting meeting, attendees 
without voting rights were in the waiting room. Voting for contested positions was done via 
the Zoom poll feature to ensure anonymity  

Below are the names of all applicants that were elected and offered the specified positions. 
The remaining applicants will be notified about openings for ENLIGHT and the Scholarship 
Board.  

Galyna Kutsovska was elected as a representative in the Advisory Board for Research (3 
people applied for the position) 

Mudar Shakra was elected as a representative in the Advisory Board for External 
Collaboration (6 people applied for the position) 

Favour Onyeogaziri was elected as a representative in the Advisory Board for Research 
Infrastructure (3 people applied for the position) 

§11 Other comments or issues 

In November, Deputy VC will be joining the meeting.  

§12 Closing of the meeting 

The meeting was closed by the chair. 

 

 

_______________________________  _______________________________ 

Oliver Degerstedt, Chair   Ayesha Mae Bilal, Secretary 

 

 

_______________________________  

Emma Sundström, Attestant 

 




